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QuickStart Services 
for Prisma SD-WAN

Benefits
This engagement will provide you with: 

• Expedited time to value for your 
security investments 

• Accelerated capability adoption 
adhering to best practices 

• Minimized risk through expert 
planning and risk mitigation at 
every step 

• Confidence in the deployment 
process with quality execution 
and day-one protection

Expediting Deployment of Prisma SD-WAN 
to your Hub and Branch Locations
When deploying new technology, you want to quickly 
get the most out of your security investment and protect 
your business. This includes minimizing risk and business 
disruption as you adopt new capabilities. You also need to 
ensure that your implementation follows best practices to 
maximize its value. However, you may not have the staff or 
skills in-house to give you complete confidence that your 
security investments are protecting your organization.
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About This Datasheet
The information provided in this paper that concerns technical or professional subject matter is for 
general awareness only, may be subject to change, and does not constitute  legal or professional advice, 
warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, or compliance with applicable laws.

Our QuickStart Service for Prisma SD-WAN helps you get the most out of your software-defined wide 
area network (SD-WAN) deployment and investments by assisting with the planning and execution 
of your implementation. Our expert consultants will remotely configure and deploy Prisma SD-WAN 
functionality for up to five (5) sites deployed in any combination of hubs and branches. Knowledge 
transfer to your team is included, as is as-built documentation upon completion of the engagement. 
The result is a well-planned and accelerated deployment of the Prisma SD-WAN technology adhering 
to best practices to secure your enterprise. An add-on QuickStart Service is available for additional site 
deployment in three (3) site increments.

How It Works 
We execute our QuickStart Services with consistency to deliver your desired outcomes, including 
 day-one protection and capability adoption. These services are designed to be delivered remotely, but 
on-site  engagements are available. All services include project management from Palo Alto Networks to 
 c oordinate activities with your team to facilitate success during all steps involved in the service execution. 

Planning and Discovery
Working in conjunction with your team, our expert consultant will conduct a targeted discovery of any 
hub and branch locations that will constitute your local area network (LAN) and wide area network 
(WAN) topology to plan for the SD-WAN deployment. Targeted discovery will encompass up to ten (10) 
locations to identify your SD-WAN-specific requirements. The consultant will provide a predefined 
Technical Requirements Document (TRD) for your review and approval. 

Configuration and Review 
Our consultant will meet with you to review and customize a predefined Deployment Playbook and 
Validation Plan, subject to mutual agreement prior to the next phase of the project. The consultant will 
complete configuration of the targeted systems according to this plan.

Deployment and Validation 
Once the configuration has been reviewed and is ready to push to production, we will provide up to 
 sixteen (16) hours of production deployment event assistance, including verification of functionality 
and troubleshooting of any production issues during your application testing. 
After deployment, the newly introduced Prisma SD-WAN systems at each location will handle your 
traffic flows. Our consultant will also provide up to four (4)  hours of remote working sessions to 
 monitor your SD-WAN topology as well as tune SD-WAN configuration and application policies to 
 optimize the application flow, bandwidth usage, and connectivity resilience parameters. 

As-Built Documentation Delivery and  Knowledge Transfer
After deployment, our consultant will provide up to four (4) hours of knowledge transfer with your 
team to ensure  sustained operations beyond the end of the engagement. Additionally, the consultant 
will share as-built documentation with your team that describes the configuration changes made 
during the engagement. 

To order the QuickStart Service for Prisma SD-WAN, please contact your local Palo Alto 
Networks partner or sales representative.


